Turn any meeting room into a face-to-face video-enabled collaboration room.

The Logitech ConferenceCam CC3000e

The Logitech ConferenceCam CC3000e combines breakthrough affordability and professional audio and video to turn any meeting space into a video-enabled collaboration place. By using your familiar computing environment and UC application of choice, the CC3000e is plug-and-play and easy to deploy. Workgroups of 6-10 people can now experience the productivity benefits of crystal-clear face-to-face communication.

UC for Real People
See the Big Picture... or Every Little Detail

A generous 90-degree wide field of view and silky smooth pan and tilt controls make it easy to see everyone in the room.

For razor-sharp close-ups of whiteboard content or small objects, the 10x lossless zoom can zero in on every detail with outstanding resolution and clarity.

Your Meeting Space...Your Way

Gone are the dinosaur days of proprietary, complex, and ultra-expensive video-conference systems. Welcome a whole new era of business-grade video conferencing defined by UC application independence, ease of use, affordability...and flexibility.

The ConferenceCam CC3000e offers the flexibility to set up the conference room the way you want with up to a 32-foot range between camera and speaker.

Make conference calls from your mobile device.

Conduct a professional-sounding audio conference call using a tablet or mobile phone via Bluetooth®. The CC3000e has a Bluetooth® radius only as big as a normal conference room to avoid accidental Bluetooth® speaker pick-ups throughout the office or from other conference rooms.

For an even easier connection experience, quickly pair NFC-enabled mobile devices to the CC3000e by simply touching them together. And whether the user connects with Bluetooth® or NFC, the CC3000e is programmed to remember only the last mobile device it was paired to for security and convenience.

A Breeze to Deploy. Simple to Use.

When it’s meeting time, users simply bring their PC, Mac or thin client to the meeting room, connect the ConferenceCam’s USB cable to the laptop, and initiate a video-enabled conference call within the desktop video conferencing application of their choice.

Controlling the mechanics of the call is easy. All functions can be controlled from the base console or with remote control that docks in the console when not in use.

VIDEO CONFERENCING DATA POINT

Frost & Sullivan believes there are 60-70 million physical conference rooms globally, but that only ~5% of these are penetrated with video conferencing capabilities.

Cost, interoperability, complexity and quality of video communication are key factors that could explain why. The Logitech ConferenceCam CC3000e shifts the equation with game-changing breakthroughs in affordability, quality, interoperability, ease of use, and all-in-one design.
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Video

HD 1080p video quality at 30 frames-per-second
Brings life-like full HD video to conference calls, enabling expressions, non-verbal cues and movements to be seen clearly.

H.264 with Scalable Video Coding (SVC) and UVC 1.5 camera technology
Frees up PC bandwidth by putting video processing within the camera, adjusting dynamically to the available bitstream. The result is a smoother video stream in applications like Microsoft® Lync™ 2013.

90-degree field of view with mechanical 260-degree pan and 130-degree tilt
The generously wide field of view and silky smooth pan and tilt controls enhance collaboration by making it easy to see everyone in the room.

10x lossless zoom
Zero in on close-ups of objects and whiteboard content with outstanding detail and clarity.

ZEISS® glass lens with autofocus
High-precision lens automatically focuses on people and objects to deliver razor-sharp resolution wherever the lens is pointed.

Far-end camera control
Operate camera pan, tilt and zoom functions of another Logitech ConferenceCam in the remote location.1

Audio and Controls

Omni-directional full duplex mics
Conference participants can clearly converse from a 20-foot diameter around the base, making it seem like conversations are happening in the same room.

Acoustic echo cancelation and noise-cancelling
Optimized to hear and be heard even in noisy environments.

Wideband audio supporting stereo or mono audio modes
True wideband audio enables people on both sides of the call to enjoy a life-like communication experience.

Touch controls
Provide excellent response for call answer/end, volume, mute and other functions without transmitting audible noise through the audio path.

LCD displays Caller ID and other info
View call-related info1 (caller ID, call duration, etc.) and speakerphone/camera function indicators (volume control, etc.) on LCD display screen.

Dockable remote control
Operate camera pan, tilt and zoom, volume up/down and answer/hang-up functions on the base console or with remote control that docks in console when not in use.

Connectivity and Usage

Compatible with Mac and PC, including thin clients
Employees simply connect a laptop of their choice to conduct life-like meetings within their own familiar computing environment.

USB video/audio connectivity and Bluetooth® audio connectivity with NFC (Near Field Communication) pairing4
USB plug-and-play connectivity makes set-up with a laptop or thin client simple, or connect to a Bluetooth® device for professional audio calls. Easily pair NFC-enabled mobile devices to the CC3000e by simply touching them together.

Optimized for Microsoft® Lync®, Cisco® compatible5 (with Jabber® and Webex®), Skype® certified, integrated with Vidyo®
Broad application compatibility ensures an integrated experience with most business-grade UC platforms.

Camera “Home” preset
User-defined preset returns camera to preferred viewing position upon wake-up.

Visual call status indicator
Onboard LEDs flash to provide a visual alerts and call status.

Kensington Security Slot
Camera and speakerphone are each provisioned with Kensington Security Slots to help secure the equipment with anti-theft locks.

TECH SPECS

Camera
• Smooth motorized pan, tilt and zoom, controlled from remote or console
• 260-degree pan, 130-degree tilt
• 10x lossless zoom
• 90-degree Field of View
• Full HD 1080p 30fps with onboard UVC 1.5 and H.264 SVC
• Camera “Home” preset key
• Far-end control (PTZ) of ConferenceCam products
• ZEISS® Optics with autofocus
• Kensington Security Slot
• LED to confirm video streaming
• Standard tripod thread

Speakerphone
• LEDs for speakerphone streaming, mute, hold, and Bluetooth® pairing
• Microphones (Tx)
• Two omni-directional microphones supporting 20-foot diameter range
• Frequency response: 100Hz – 7.75KHz
• Sensitivity: -28dB +/-3dB
• Distortion: <1% @ 1kHz at 65dB
• Speakers (Rx)
• Frequency response: 120Hz – 10KHz
• Sensitivity: 83dBSPL +/-3dB at 1W/1M
• Max output: 95dBSPL
• Distortion: <5% from 200Hz
• Kensington Security Slot

Remote Control
• Dockable remote control for all available functions
• 10-foot range remote control

Hub/Cables
• Central mountable hub for connection of all components
• Included adhesive solution for under-table mounting
• Two 16-foot cables for connection between hub and camera/speakerphone
• One 10-foot USB cable for connection to PC/Mac
• AC Power adapter

Compliance and Tools
• USB 2.0 compliant
• UVC-compliant video and audio for broad application compatibility
• Optimized for Microsoft® Lync®, Cisco® compatible,5 Skype® certified, integrated with Vidyo®
• Downloadable diagnostic tool
• Field upgradeable firmware tool
• Downloadable app plug-ins for advanced feature support
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Price: $999.99
Part #: 960-000982

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS + WEIGHT

Camera
130 x 130 x 150 mm
5.12 x 5.12 x 5.91 in
590g / 20.81 oz

Speakerphone
240 x 240 x 68 mm
9.45 x 9.45 x 2.68 in
810g / 28.57 oz

Hub
95 x 74 x 34 mm
3.74 x 2.91 x 1.34 in
50g / 1.76 oz

Remote
50 x 120 x 9.8 mm
1.97 x 4.72 x 0.36 in
48g / 1.69 oz

Wall/Table Mount
210 x120 x 99 mm
8.27 x 4.72 x 3.90 in
255g / 8.99 oz

INSIDE THE BOX

Speakerphone, Camera, Remote Control, Powered Hub, Wall/Table Mount, Two 16-inch cables for Speakerphone/Hub and Camera/Hub Connection, USB cable for Hub/PC connection, Adhesive solution for hub mounting, power adapter, Quick Start Guide
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WARRANTY

2-year limited hardware

Learn more at: www.logitech.com/CC3000e | To order contact your reseller, or call us at 800-308-8666.
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